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With a $13,000 two-slot addition called Splash, a Sun workstation can outperform a Cray-2 on certain applications. Several applications, most involving bit-stream computations, have been run on Splash, which received a 1989 Gordon Bell Prize honorable mention for timings on a problem that compared a new DNA sequence against a library of sequences to find the closest match. In essence, Splash is a programmable linear logic array that can be configured to suit the problem at hand; it bridges the gap between the traditional fixed-function VLSI systolic array and the more versatile programmable array.1,2

As originally conceived, a systolic array is a collection of simple processing elements, each with a fixed, data-independent function, along with a one- or two-dimensional nearest-neighbor communication pattern.3 The local nature of the communication gives the systolic array a high communications bandwidth, and the simple, fixed function gives a high packing density for VLSI implementation. However, since the function is built in, the application space of a particular systolic array is rather limited. Recognizing the benefit to be gained from a more flexible base for systolic algorithm implementation, H. T. Kung and colleagues built the Warp array,4 a linear array in which each cell is a powerful very-large-instruction-word processor. Currently, a two-dimensional array of custom 32-bit processors is being built jointly by Intel and Carnegie Mellon University.5

Like the simple fixed-function systolic array, the linear array of chips comprising Splash is programmed at a very low level. A hardware implementation of the desired algorithm must be synthesized. Unlike the fixed-function systolic array, the “hardware” can be reprogrammed and loaded with new algorithms. This is made possible by using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) as the chips of the linear array. Unlike the programmable systolic array, each stage of linear array does not have an instruction set architecture. Rather than processors with a fixed instruction set, a stage contains several hundred “configurable logic blocks,” each of which can be configured at the gate level to compute certain sorts of Boolean functions. There is no fixed number of systolic cells in the Splash array. The amount of logic in each cell determines the number of systolic cells per chip and therefore the number of cells in the array. Typical applications have eight or 16 systolic cells per chip.

This gate-level programmability enables high-speed execution of algorithms, since only necessary circuitry executes. Systolic and parallel algorithms implemented at the gate level on Splash have achieved speedups of up to 330 over one Cray-2 processor; speedups greater than 10 times are achieved routinely.
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Overview of Splash

The Splash design was motivated by a systolic algorithm for DNA pattern matching. From the outset, the application domain has focused on non-floating-point applications such as pattern matching. Many pattern-matching applications must recognize when two sequences are similar, even though they may not be identical. Examples include speech recognition, data retrieval, and genetic analysis. The Splash architecture is suited to one-dimensional pattern matching. A two-dimensional implementation with similar FPGA technology has been built by Digital Equipment Corporation Paris Research Labs.

The design of a prototype was begun in September 1988 at the Supercomputing Research Center. In June 1989, Splash was released to the SRC user community. Operational at that time were five Splash systems, the Logic Description Generator (LDG), language, and the Trigger symbolic debugger. Currently, 16 Splash arrays are in use at SRC, Brown University, and elsewhere.

System. Splash consists of two boards, the first containing the linear array and the second containing a dual-ported memory card. The two boards reside in two VME (Versabus modified for Eurocard) slots of a Sun-3 or Sun-4 workstation (see Figure 1).

The Splash logic-array board holds 32 Xilinx 3090 programmable gate arrays and 32 memory chips. Two additional Xilinx chips are used for bus control. The logic array card connects to the Sun VME bus for control and the Sun VME Subsystem Bus (VSB) for data I/O. The associated dual-ported memory card connects to the Sun VME bus for data initialization and retrieval and to the Sun VSB bus for data I/O to and from the logic array.

Programming. Splash is programmed by specifying the logic functions and interconnections of each of 320 configurable logic blocks (CLBs) and 144 input/output blocks (IOBs) on each of the 32 chips. A Xilinx 3090 FPGA contains a $20 \times 16$ grid of CLBs surrounded on the perimeter by a single layer of IOBs (Figure 2). A CLB has a combinatorial logic section, two D flip-flops, and an internal control section. The CLB can be configured to generate any function of five variables, any two functions of four variables (see Figure 3), or some functions of up to seven variables. The IOBs provide the interface between external package pins and the internal logic. Each IOB has input and output buffers, which include both registered and direct data paths.

Each Xilinx chip is programmed at the gate level using the Logic Description Generator language. LDG is a computer-aided design tool developed at SRC, with language constructs to describe and replicate systolic cells and to place the cells on a chip. Parameterized cell descriptions may be written, providing a functionality similar to the VHDL (VHSIC hardware description language) generate command.

Splash designs are debugged using the Trigger symbolic debugger, also developed at SRC. Trigger is similar to a software debugger, with user-definable procedures and local variables. The values of specific locations on the gate array can be examined symbolically. The array can be single stepped or stepped in burst mode. Interrupts can either be ignored or can invoke a Trigger procedure.

LDG and Trigger permit rapid design turnaround time that is more comparable to software than hardware redesign. With LDG, it takes only a few keystrokes to significantly modify a chip design, which can be easily tested with Trigger. These design tools, plus the fact that a design can be loaded on the board in half a second, make it easier to generate and test a new chip design on Splash hardware than to simulate several different designs before committing to hardware.

Hardware development

Designing and developing Splash required numerous decisions and trade-offs in defining the hardware (and the LDG and Trigger, as described in later sections).

The systolic array, as first envisioned, was to consist of many stages connected in a one-dimensional array. Each stage was to have three components: a Xilinx FPGA, local memory, and a floating-point chip.

The initial design called for dual-ported local memory so that the host could directly access all the memory on the board. For the prototype, we planned to develop a simple one-board system that would plug into a Sun workstation, communicating with the Sun CPU over the VME bus. Because we opted for a single-board system, space became the constraining factor. Thirty-two FPGA/SRAM pairs fit nicely on a 9U x 400-millimeter card but left no room for floating-point chips. Since the application driving the design did not require floating-point manipulation, we eliminated floating-point chips from the
design. That left 32 stages, each with an FPGA and an SRAM chip.

At that time, the biggest and fastest memories were single-ported 128Kx8, 50-
nanosecond SRAMs. Thus, we were faced with choosing between slower, dual-ported, host-accessible SRAMs and faster, single-ported memories accessible only through the Xilinx chips. Since we expected applications to use the local memories primarily for constant tables, which would be loaded initially through the host and accessed only locally, we opted for the faster, single-ported SRAMs.

Finally, we used two more Xilinx chips for the VME bus interface so that changes to the VME interface design could be quickly implemented without modifying the hardware.

To simulate or not to simulate. Because the flow of systolic algorithms is data independent, we could estimate the prototype's performance on targeted applications before actually building the board. However, several potential users questioned the accuracy of these predictions. They felt we should simulate the design first, but initial estimates showed that simulating the Xilinx chips on a Zycad SDE would be 2,500 times slower than Splash—even for simple programs.

Since the board design was relatively simple, we decided to build the board rather than invest resources in a simulator. This turned out to be the right decision. It took two engineers only six months to get the first board up and running. Since we chose not to write a simulator, the software engineers developed the programming and debugging tools simultaneously with the hardware.

Communicating with the host. A simple VME interface was built first. The initial design had specified this as the only communication channel to the Sun host. Realizing that the Splash card could quickly outrun the 1 millisecond/32-bit VME transfer rate, we added a second, faster communication channel, the VSB bus. This necessitated a second off-the-shelf, dual-ported memory card as a staging memory for Splash. The original VME interface was retained for control transfers.

In the revised design, the Sun transfers data to and from the staging memory via the VME bus, and Splash communicates with the staging memory over the VSB bus. The addition of the VSB interface considerably complicated the design, but at the time we felt the factor of two in I/O speedup compensated for the additional complexity.

Design for debuggability. Development of an actual hardware system often leads to incorporating features that might not seem necessary in a simulated environment. For instance, hardware support for debugging programmed applications on the Splashboard would not have been a consideration in a paper study. It was clear early in the development, however, that we had to design for ease of debugging. The designer has to have some way of knowing what the gate arrays are doing at any given point in time.

Fortunately, the Xilinx chips have a feature called state readback. Just as the chip is programmed by shifting into the chip a 64K serial string of bits, the state can also be read out. The configuration of the chip
and the state of all user-definable flip-flops on the chip are shifted out. This feature, combined with the ability to single step (or step in bursts), has proven extremely valuable for debugging user programs.

Although state readback and single step were incorporated into the 32 Xilinx chips in the array, these features were not used on the two Xilinx chips for the VME interface. To debug the logic on these chips, we had to use the traditional logic analyzer to observe signals on the chip’s external pins. To observe internal signals, however, we had to redesign the chip, bringing these signals to external pins. These external routings made the chip more complicated and altered signal timings (longer paths) of critical logic sections. The external routings changed frequently and eventually had to be removed after debugging, thus the actual design was not really debugged at all. Having state readback and a debugger for these control chips would have drastically reduced the design time for Splash.

In addition to state readback and single stepping, other important debugging features include a user-definable variable-speed clock and maskable interrupts. If desired, the clock may be stopped as soon as an interrupt occurs. The user can optionally provide data flow control: if the input buffer (FIFO) between Splash and the VSB is empty, the clock “pauses” allowing the FIFO to fill, insuring contiguous data from the staging memory. Because the control logic was implemented over the Xilinx chips, many additional features were added after the board was built.

**SRAM and Xilinx chip connection.**

We considered two alternative methods of connecting the SRAMs to the Xilinx chips. The first, perhaps more straightforward approach, was to dedicate 28 pins of each chip to SRAM. Each chip would have its own local memory, accessible only to that chip. However, we wanted high interconnectivity between Xilinx chips. Taking away 28 pins exclusively for the SRAM was undesirable.

The alternative strategy, which we adopted, called for an SRAM connection to share lines connecting two chips. This had several additional advantages. The memory was now accessible to both adjacent chips, giving the designer the option, for example, of having every other stage have a memory of size 256K x 8 or 128K x 16. Another possibility is for one stage to be the reader and the next the writer. If the local memory is not required, the single dedicated line to it can be disabled, and the other 27 pins can be used for communicating with the adjacent chip. The hazard of this implementation is that the designer must coordinate access to the memory so that both chips do not try to access the same SRAM at the same time.

**Evaluation.** We have evaluated Splash’s performance on real applications, as well as on a set of synthetic benchmarks, and found the following of note.

- **I/O-limited.** The Splash board is indeed I/O-limited. Many applications could run at least an order of magnitude faster with better I/O.

   - **Host inaccessibility to SRAMs.** Although the application designer can work around the lack of dual-ported SRAM memories to the host, the inconvenience of getting data into and out of the local memories rules out some applications that need host access to local memory. Using bigger, wider, and faster memories would be an important objective for a follow-on design.

- **State readback.** The state readback capability was originally designed for debugging. However, we found another important, unanticipated use. Often, it is convenient to design a systolic algorithm in which the results are accumulated in stationary registers in the array. In this case, state readback can be used to read results at the end of a computation. This technique has been used in many Splash applications. However, the amount of time to read back the state (about half a second) is often too long. A 64K bit stream is sent to the Sun host and filtered. The remaining 1,024 bits constitute the desired state information. The new Xilinx 4000 series discards the extraneous bits (which encode each chip’s CLB and IOB configurations) at the chip. We plan to use the new part in Splash follow-ons.

- **Using the VSB.** We expected the addition of the faster VSB to speed I/O by a factor of two. This proved to be the case for applications that made repeated passes over the data set; however, applications that made only a single pass paid a penalty. The data had to be loaded over the VME bus to the staging memory and then from the staging memory to the logic array board. Results also had to go first to the staging memory and then through the VME back to the host. Thus, single-pass applications ran slower than they would have with only the VME interface for data. Because we’ve found that applications are typically one pass rather than multiple pass, we are now making VSB-less single-board systems per the original design.

Not all of these features would have been considered if a prototype had not been built. The applications work has given us a greater understanding of the limitations and capabilities of Splash.

**Path to the Logic Description Generator**

**Initial language.** The intent of the Splash project was to study the systolic model of computing both architecturally and at the language level. The goal of the architectural study was to design and implement a programmable linear array. The language objective was to understand the essential language constructs that describe a systolic computation; to define or adapt an existing language in which those systolic constructs are embedded; and, if an appropriate target machine was built, to implement a compiler for the language.

The core systolic constructs we selected were (1) the notion of a logical systolic cell through which data are streamed and (2) the replications and interconnection of the logical cells to form the systolic array. The language construct satisfying the first need is called a template, which is associated with named input and output signals and whose body, in a hierarchical fashion, can contain other templates as well as language primitives. In response to the second need, we developed a concise notation to specify the replication and interconnection of the parts in a template.

In the first iteration of LDG design, the language primitives consisted of the usual Boolean logic operations as well as D flip-flops. The language processor expanded hierarchically invoked templates until a
primitive was encountered. The primitive was then output in a format required by the Xilinx tools.

**Required revision.** We implemented this initial version of LDG and found that programming the Xilinx chip at the logic equation level did not effectively utilize the chip. Our experience showed that using Xilinx tools to automatically pack the logic equations into logical CLBs, to assign the logical CLBs to physical locations on the chip, and finally to route the chip resulted in, at most, 10 percent use of the CLBs.

Our performance requirements demanded high-chip-area use. Thus, the realities of the design environment dictated a change to the language: We added CLB templates and IOB templates as new primitive templates. The designer could configure these templates just as with the Xilinx-supplied tools (for example, as a function of five variables). In addition, we added the concepts of location and shape to the LDG language. Each part in a template is assigned a location on the CLB/IOB grid and a rectangular shape. The location can be either relative, in terms of parameters passed into the template, or absolute. The addition of user-directed placement gave the designer complete control over the layout of logic on the gate array. In conjunction with the replicated part, it became possible to specify the configuration of an entire chip with relatively little effort.

**Ergonomics.** The LDG syntax and user interface also evolved as designers wrote LDG programs and debugged them on real hardware. LDG is embedded in Common Lisp, and the initial language syntax consisted simply of calls to Lisp functions. This required users to develop some familiarity with the Lisp environment, especially since syntax errors threw the user into the Lisp debugger. Responding to user feedback, we designed a more intuitive keyword-driven syntax and added extensive error-handling from within LDG so that users did not have to interact with the Lisp debugger.

Although a graphical editor was available from Xilinx, users preferred the text interface for its ease of modification. A few text changes could modify every CLB on every chip, which is very tedious with the graphical editor.

**LDG example.** The simple example in Figure 4 illustrates various LDG language constructs. The figure shows a two-bit pipeline, Pipe2, with input signals \( \text{sig0}, \text{sig1}, \text{clk} \) and output signals \( \text{out0}, \text{out1} \). Internally, Pipe2 consists of 16 copies of another template, cell. Figure 5 shows the internal structure of Pipe2. The arrays of signals \( a \) and \( b \) are internal to Pipe2 and pass the signal between adjacent stages.

Figure 6 shows the LDG template for Pipe2. Note the correspondence between the set of input signals in the block diagram and the input clause on the second line of the LDG program (and similarly for output). The location clause passes in the

```
(template pipe2
  (input \text{sig0} \text{sig1} \text{clk})
  (output \text{out0} \text{out1})
  (location pos-x pos-y)
)
(part-list
  [(name p1)
    (part cell)
    (input \text{sig0} \text{sig1} \text{clk})
    (output (index a1) (index b1))
    (location !row !col)]
  [(name p2-15)
    (range! 2 to 15)
    (shape row-major 1 by 14)
    (start-!row pos-x)
    (start-!col (1 + pos-y))
    (part cell)
    (input (index a[1-1]) (index b[1-1]) \text{clk})
    (output (index a[1]) (index b[1]))
    (location !row !col)]
  [(name p16)
    (start-!row pos-x)
    (start-!col (+ 15 pos-y))
    (part cell)
    (input (index a15) (index b15) \text{clk})
    (output \text{out0} \text{out1})
    (location !row !col)]
  ]
)
```

---
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Library routines created for use by the debugger can also be invoked from C programs, so applications programs can direct the Splash board.

Splash runtime environment

The Splash runtime environment on the Sun workstation consists of a symbolic debugger Trigger and a kernel driver to control the Splash device and the VSB interface. The debugger borrows much of its code from the Horizon Simulator, hence the name Trigger, son of Horse.) Library routines created for use by the debugger can also be invoked from C programs, so applications programs can direct the Splash board and gain access to Splash-related symbols just as the debugger does. In addition, there are graphical tools to view the activity of a single chip or of the entire array.

Below we discuss some debugger capabilities and how they can be accessed from independent C programs.

Loading chip designs. All the chips are loaded in parallel, with each bit of the 32-bit word going to a different chip. The entire board can be loaded in half a second. The same file may be used for multiple chips, a different file for each chip, or any combination thereof.

Stepping the board. Trigger allows the user to step a selected number of clocks. Commonly, the user initially single steps the design, monitoring variables on the chips at each step. As more and more of the design starts to work, the user typically steps the design through a larger but still well-defined number of clocks. Signals from the chips can be designed to interrupt or assert a flag in one of the control and status registers. In either case, the counted clocks are stopped.

Trigger procedures. Trigger allows the user to create and invoke procedures, a handy capability for frequently used commands. A basic library of Trigger procedures has grown over time and is available to the users as part of the Trigger library.

Nondestructive readback. The user may examine on-chip state at any time and then resume the program. In fact, symbols may be evaluated as part of conditional looping. Thus, a user’s procedure may run a design, examine an on-chip variable, and make a decision about whether to continue running the design based on that variable.

Support for interrupts. The Splash board can generate interrupts. These interrupts are vectored through the kernel driver and to the user program via the sigIO signal. Trigger allows the user to specify a procedure (interrupt service routine) to be invoked when the signal is received. There is a default procedure, which will print out information about the type of interrupt and why it might have occurred. Interrupts may also be disabled. The user can decide whether to defer processing of interrupts or to ignore them completely.

Accessing Trigger from C. Trigger and a user’s C or Fortran programs can interact in a variety of ways. In the simplest mode, a user program can call Trigger library routines to run Splash. If desired, parts of the symbolic debugging environment can be accessed from the user program, up to the point of actually dropping into the debugger from a user program when some condition is met, such as when a user types Control-C to generate an interrupt or when an on-chip variable reaches a certain value.

Sequence comparison on Splash

A pattern-matching algorithm has been implemented on Splash and on a variety of other supercomputers. In genetic analysis, sequences over the four-character alphabet is, A, C, G, and T represent DNA molecules, and similarity between sequences may indicate an evolutionary or functional relationship. When attempting to characterize an
Splash implementation. In the Splash, the implementation is composed of two modules: a character comparator and a matching module. The character comparator (PAC) is an NMOS realization of the proposed algorithm, while the matching module does the final pruning. The PNC module works with the characters to form the two sequences. Because the DNA sequences are long (tens of thousands of characters), the PNC module can require hours of runtime per search. Using a parallel approach, this module can be implemented in parallel with the PNC module on a single chip to speed up the process.

The figures show the block diagrams of the sequence comparison processing element. The first figure is a block diagram of the processing element, showing the relationship between the elements. The second figure is a linear systolic array for sequence comparison, showing how the sequences are compared in a linear fashion.
Table 1. Benchmark results for 100 comparisons of 100-long sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Best time in seconds</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Splash</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>2,700</td>
<td>1 MHz, Sun 3/260 host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-NAC</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Special-purpose NMOS device, Sun 2 host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflow Trace</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>C compiler, optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>level 5, 14 functional units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection Machine CM-2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>C compiler, Paris library 16,000 processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cray-2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>Vector Pascal, one head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex C1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Vector C compiler, optimization level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun 3/140</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>C compiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Sparstation I</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>C compiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC VAX 11/785</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>C compiler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two characters from each sequence are transferred from Splash’s dual-ported memory card to the array’s input FIFO every microsecond at a 1-megahertz system clock. These are unpacked by logic in chip 0 and pumped into the appropriate sides of the systolic array. The evolutionary distance is maintained in an up/down counter in chip 31 and read from the output FIFO as the last step of the comparison. All logic was specified using the LDG language.

The time needed to download the configuration file to Splash is negligible if more than a few comparisons are going to be performed. Once the program is in place, the systolic array reinitializes itself asynchronously; two new sequences may be input as soon as the previous ones have exited. Currently the implementation is exercised using Trigger, although eventually it will be callable as a stand-alone C language subroutine.

Performance evaluation. We have programmed the basic sequence comparison algorithm on a representative assortment of sequential and parallel machines. When performing 100 comparisons of sequences that are 100 characters long, Splash is 45 times faster than its nearest competitor (the special-purpose P-NAC) and almost 200 times faster than the fastest commercial machine (a Multiflow Trace). See Table 1. Splash and P-NAC exploit significantly more of the problem’s inherent parallelism than do the other machines. As the lengths of the sequences increase, the relative performance of the systolic implementations improves until the problem must be partitioned, when the performance of all machines scales quadratically. (For Splash, this partitioning limit is currently 128 x 128 characters, but it can be increased to 256 x 256 characters without much difficulty.) As the number of sequences in the database increases, the relative performance of the Connection Machine improves somewhat (up to a limit of 16K sequences), while the performance of the other machines scales linearly.

At present, the speed with which Splash can compare sequences is constrained only by the time it takes to transfer data from the dual-ported RAM; while the on-chip logic can be clocked as fast as 4 megahertz, the FIFOs can be driven only at 1 megahertz. Even so, Splash has an unmatched price/performance ratio for this important application.
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